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WHAT IS GRØNNKÖPINGKIÐ?
Grønnköpingkið University Hospital is a place to find inspiration and
information on workable solutions that can increase the sustainability
performance for hospitals and other healthcare facilities.
The website will be a digital catalogue where different sustainable
solutions for healthcare are gathered and described. The different
categories will appear as icons across the hospital picture. If you click
on one of the icons, a list of different solutions will appear and you will
be able to find information on their sustainability performance,
locations where it is installed today, contact information to suppliers
and more.
NCSH will direct inquiries to worldsgreenesthospital.org for potential
customers to contact companies directly.

Design: LINK Arkitektur

WHY GRØNNKÖPINGKIÐ?

CRITERIA

The Nordics are considered to be in the forefront when it comes to
sustainable healthcare and today there is a great interest from international
actors who wants to know more about Nordic Sustainable Healthcare.
NCSH regularly receives inquiries from international actors who are
interested in knowing what solutions and techniques that are installed and
used in Nordic hospitals. Grønnköpingkið will make it easy for hospital
planners/builders etc. to get a view of what different sustainable solutions
that are on the market today.
We will now start receiving inquiries. If you are interested in showcasing
your solution here at Grønnköpingkið, or would like to see a demo of the
website, please contact us!
The website will be launched after summer 2021.

CONTACT
Sofia Dahling
sofia.dahling@tem.se
+46 (0) 701 47 81 09

Kajsa Lundgren
kajsa.lundgren@tem.se
+46 (0) 708 22 73 97

PRICE

Caroline Charlier
caroline.charlier@tem.se
+46 (0) 708 92 73 03

The solution or product needs to have a sustainability approach.
The solution needs to be installed in a Nordic hospital.
The solution must comply with nordic and international legislation
and guidelines regarding sustainability aspects both in production
and supply chain, for example but not limited to the ILO, OECD
guidelines on corruption, the UN framework, etc.

Regarding placement of solutions in the list view, the following
applies: First solution on the website automatically ends up att the
top of the page in the list, the latest solution contracted ends up in
the bottom of the list, and so on.
NCSH reserves the right to review the solution and request
additional information if needed. If necessary, NCSH will use an
external part for assessment.
The fee is paid annually.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

DISCOUNT

Small organization....................15 000 SEK
1-49 employees

(VAT not included)

Medium-sized organization.....25 000 SEK
50-249 employees

(VAT not included)

Large organization....................50 000 SEK
250 or more employees

(VAT not included)

During the first year, we will apply a
introductory offer with 25% discount on the
price.

Members in NCSH have 25% discount on
the price. (First year 50% discount in
total).

